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The Lord said to Moses, “Tell Aaron and his sons. This is how you are to bless the Israelites......” Numbers 6:22
As we draw closer to gathering as the ASK Family in September, a word that has come to us is “blessing.” A few years
ago we came across a book entitled simply The Blessing. The author speaks of some elements of blessing which we
have seen displayed many times in ASK Network.
“Meaningful touch” When we get together as the ASK family we love to greet one another with warm hugs and
touches of comfort or encouragement that show our love and acceptance of each other and bring blessing to each
other’s heart.
“Spoken words” As we look ahead to this opportunity to gather once again, we will be able to bring blessings not only
with the words we speak, but also with listening, affirming and praying for one another.
“Expressing high value” In the context of ASK gatherings large and small, we affirm one another as part of this family
and confirm our place together in the Lord and at the table of ASKing.
“Active commitment” We intentionally look for practical ways to bless each other in our individual walks and in our
Kingdom ministries. The true depth of our blessing upon each other is affirmed as we walk out our commitment to ASK
of God together.
There’s such joy in anticipating our “Gathering ~ Together” in September when we can be blessed and be a blessing
to one another! In the meantime, we pray the blessing of the Lord over you all...
“May the Lord bless you and protect you. May the Lord smile on you and be gracious to you. May the Lord show
you His favor and give you His peace.” Numbers 6:24-26 NLT
Art and Roberta
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Recap of ASK Midwest Zone Gathering
The Midwest Zone Gathering was held in Carpentersville, IL in February. The daylong event was hosted by the
MW Zone leaders Mick and Gerri Winfrey, Sue Monson, Cheri Leach, Darlene Benton & Martie Edison. The
participants received a visual illustration of ASK Network by Art Rader. Art used a stool to compare the legs with
the three components of ASKing as Worship, Fasting, Biblical Meditation with Prayer. The day was broken into
two sessions. The morning session scriptures for meditation were Isaiah 43:18-19 and Hebrews 12:1-3. In the
afternoon the participants meditated on Matthew 25:1-13. Gerri Winfrey described the attendees that were
introduced to Biblical Meditation as excited about what they had learned.
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ASK Network USA National Conference Registration
Gathering at Dekoven Center
Racine, Wisconsin
September 12 – 14, 2019
Pre-Conference for Leadership
September 11 – 12, 2019
Registration available now at:
www.asknetworkusa.net
To see our Gathering place visit the Dekoven website:
www.dekovencenter.org

Opportunity to Support ASK Scholarship Fund
Whenever we host an ASK USA gathering, we provide scholarships for those who may need financial assistance
to attend. If the Lord is speaking to you about partnering with us in this, you can make a donation to the general
scholarship fund or designate an amount for a specific person. Donations (be sure to note “for scholarship fund”)
can be made on-line at www.ASKNetworkUSA.net through PayPal or credit card.
Checks can be sent directly to:
Judy French
P.O. Box 1080
Pickens, SC 29671-1080

